
•	 Dream	Work:	Techniques	for	Discovering	the	Creative	Power	in	
Dreams	~	Jeremy	Taylor

•	 The	Three	“Only”	Things:	Tapping	the	Power	of	Dreams,		
Coincidence,	and	Imagination	~	Robert	Moss

•	 Healing	Dreams:	Exploring	the	Dreams	That	Can	Transform	Your	
Life	~	Marc	Ian	Barasch

•	 The	World	Dream	Book:	Use	the	Wisdom	of	World	Cultures	to	
Uncover	Your	Dream	Power	~	Sarvananda	Bluestone

•	 Dream	Dictionary	:	An	A	to	Z	Guide	to	Understanding	Your		
Unconscious	Mind	~	Tony	Crisp

•	 Dreams	~	Carl	G.	Jung

•	 The	Interpretation	of	Dreams	~	Sigmund	Freud

•	 A	Little	Course	in	Dreams	~	Robert	Bosnak

•	 Meeting	the	Shadow:	The	Hidden	Power	of	the	Dark	Side	of		
Human	Nature	~	edited	by	Connie	Zweig	and	Jeremiah	Abrams

Dreamwork
Listening to  the  Voices  of  Our  Dreams

Suggested Books on Dreams and Shadow

Sacred Ground Rules
Only the dreamer knows what a 
dream really means. When re-

sponding, use the phrase: “If  it 
were my dream...”

All sharing outside the group 
should be anonymous.

All dreams come in the service of  
health and wholeness;  

no dream is “bad.”

In Dreamwork, you’ll learn how 
to encourage, recall, record and 
understand your own dreams. You’ll 
get to try out ways of  remembering 
and tools to find meaning in dreams, 
including “if  it were my dream,” 
dream incubation, and honoring the 
dream, techniques popularized by 
dreamworkers Jeremy Taylor and 
Robert Moss. We’ll also introduce 
symbols like Coyote, the Shadow 
and the Sage from the theories of  
Carl Jung. 

What you won’t hear in Dreamwork 
is anyone saying, “I know what your 
dream means.” Instead, you’ll hear 
others relate your dream to their 

own knowledge, personal symbols 
and life, and tell you, in their own 
words, what your dream would mean 
to them if  it was their own. 

The only requirement for starting a 
dream practice is to give attention 
to your dreams–but in Dreamwork, 
you’ll get tools to help you develop 
your ability to recall and understand 
your dreams, including a list of  
books, an explanation of  dream 
topics, at least three dreams worked 
in detail, and access to an online 
dream blog where group members 
can post and comment on dreams: 

http://ravelleds.blogspot.com/

Make time for your dreams, both by 
allowing time for recall and by giving 
yourself  enough time for sleep.

Keep a notepad, journal or recorder 
by your bed to record dreams just 
as you wake–and remember, dream 
fragments count. If  you record your 
dreams aloud, transcribe them later.

Record dreams in the present tense, 
putting yourself  back into the dream 
while you remember. 

We have only two hours to discuss 
our sleeping dreams. Please be a few 
minutes early to discuss daydreams!

6:00 - 6:10 centering

6:10 - 6:20 discussion

6:20 - 6:30 dream reading

6:30 - 7:50 dream work

7:50 - 8:00 waking up

I want to start a dream practice.

What do my dreams mean? How can I remember my dreams?
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